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MINUTES 

Faculty Affairs Committee 

March 16, 2018 

2:00 p.m. 411 Axinn Library 

 

 

Present: Donna Balson, Francesca Cassio, Lisa Filippi, Ann Grafstein, Rina Hirsch, Maureen Houck, 

Dennis Mazzocco, James Sample, Elisabeth Schlegel, Holly Seirup, Terri Shapiro, Xiang Fu.  

Absent: Deborah Ellis-Abukhoff, Russell Chun, Conrad Herold 

 

  

1. Approval of minutes of February 22, 2018 

 
The minutes were approved. 

 

2. Attendance requirements for committee members 

 

Prof. Balson reported that a discussion had been held in the Senate Executive Committee regarding 

attendance requirements. The Faculty Statutes state that all senate seats, whether appointed or elected, can 

be declared vacant if the senator misses three meetings in one academic year. The SEC will look into the 

attendance record of all committee members.  

 

3. Teacher of the Year: Adjunct 

 
After discussion about how best to determine eligibility of adjunct professors to be considered for this 

award, a motion was passed unanimously to fix eligibility at the ‘old’ 2.2 status, that is: Adjunct faculty will 

be eligible for the award after teaching nine credit hours over at least three semesters within four academic 

years. All other rules will follow the process for full-time faculty. The voting should be held in tandem with 

the current full-time award, i.e. students will be able to vote for full-time and adjunct professors from each 

school, from 2 separate drop-down menus. Terri Shapiro said she would attempt to get the adjunct list ready 

and in place in time to include adjuncts in this semester’s vote.  

 

 

4. Pilot program for an electronic delivery system for CTRs 

 
The committee discussed the applicability of the current Guidelines for the Administration of Course and 

Teacher Ratings (Faculty Policy Series #49, Attachment #1). Suggestions for a deletions and additions to 

the document were discussed, and are shown on page 2 of this document. Concerns about data protection 

were voiced, particularly in consideration of the Professor Watch List and the frequency of security 

breaches of digital information. Terri Shapiro will be asking vendors about their data protection systems 

and other specifics, and will report to the committee before finalizing the choice of vendor. Further 

discussion will be held at the next FAC meeting.  

 
5. Peer evaluations for online courses 

 

The committee went line-by-line through the current Peer Observation of Teaching document, Faculty 

Policy Series #46, discussing the applicability to online course evaluations. There was discussion about 

whether the observer should have experience teaching online, and the consensus was that it should not be 

necessary, as good teaching is good teaching. A question arose about the reference to observing “an entire 

class” (V.B: Observation Protocol), and what constitutes an ‘entire class’ online. Is it one module? Should it 

include the comments from the previous module? Etc. Apart from clarification necessary for that question, 

the committee felt that the process outlined in FPS #46 can be used for online evaluations.  

 

The meeting adjourned at 3:30 p.m. 
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Faculty Policy Series #49 ATTACHMENT 1 

Recommendations for deletions and additions from the Faculty Affairs Committee meeting on 
March 16, 2018.  
 

GUIDELINES FOR THE ADMINISTRATION OF COURSE AND TEACHER RATINGS 

 

This packet contains the following items: 

 

• Sufficient Course and Teacher Rating forms and comment forms for each member of the class 

• Pencils 

• A return envelope 

 

Please do not make any changes to the information on the labels affixed to the envelopes, and follow the 

instructions below. If you have any questions or problems, contact the CTR Coordinator at the extension 

noted on the label of the envelope containing the forms. 

 

INSTRUCTIONS 

 

• CTRs are to be administered at the beginning of during a class period in the presence of the instructor. 

Approximately fifteen minutes should be allowed for distributing accessing and completing the forms. 

 

• The instructor should direct the students to read the instructions on the form. 

 

• Instructors should print on the board the Instructor’s Last Name, Course Number, Section Number, 

and the 5 digit CRN (write out), exactly as they appear on the label of the envelope containing the 

materials. 

 

• Instructors may ask up to 3 additional questions of their own prior to the administration of the CTRs. 

These questions, which should be numbered [x, xx, and xxx], may either be printed on the board or 

distributed on a separate sheet of paper. Note: Instructors should keep a record of the questions asked 

because the computer printout of the results will only provide numerical responses for these questions. 

 

• Each student should be supplied with a ratings form, a comment form, and a pencil. 

 

• For the ratings form, students should be instructed to write in the course code in the upper right hand 

corner and to fill in the appropriate circles. Students should then respond to the items. 

 

• The instructor should not answer questions regarding the items on the forms. 

 

UPON COMPLETION OF ALL FORMS 

 

• A student volunteer should collect all materials. All student rating forms and comment forms should be 

placed in the return envelope and sealed. The instructor should sign across the flap of the envelope and 

include the date and time. 

• The sealed envelope and all pencils and unused materials should be placed in the envelope in which 
the materials arrived. 

Immediately after class a student volunteer should take the envelope to the room designated on the label or 

to the designated bin in the lobby of Hagedorn Hall. In the event the room designated on the label is 

closed, the envelope should be deposited through the slot in the door. The envelope should not be sent 

through interoffice mail.
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